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Everything in the universe can be observed (intelligence) or experienced (energy) in a variety of ways. 
These perceptions are the NATURE of reality, not reality itself. Understanding the governing laws of 
music does not allow you to “know music”, like existence it's very nature is fluid and ever expanding.

Every single person is different so they will come to this information from a different place and  learn 
differently, this is to be expected. These energies are laid out in a way that allows you to see how these 
forms of energy and intelligence are connected, allowing you to grow or shift as you find necessary.

Compassion
To begin we will start with something simple that everyone virtually anyone can understand. 
Compassion. Compassion is the basic connection that we have with one another. All forms of 
compassion arise from the mothers love, the emotional bond between the creator, and the creation. As 
this love is received by the son it becomes the love of the future father. Compassion is a combination of
acceptance & universal harmony which counter balances inspiration.

Mind: Compassion for the mind is practiced by the way that we communicate with ourselves, 
as well as with others. Being less judgmental with yourself and recognizing that you're doing your best.
Positive affirmations, self acceptance & internal peace.

Body: Compassion for the body is expressed through pleasantness, by allowing the body to 
fully relax in meditation appreciates the body, taking this time also to express gratitude for all that your 
body does for you, and forgiveness for the stresses that you ask your body to endure for you.

Spirit: Compassion for the spirit is expressed through service, by accepting the pain of others 
with compassion we increase the general atmosphere of acceptance and universal harmony. Only by 
serving others can you embody compassion.

Teaching Intelligence
All forms of being have a special intelligence that is associated with them, for compassion it is teaching
intelligence. Teaching is rooted in inspiration, this is because before people realize how much your care
they do not care how much you know. The ability to be emotionally intelligent with the shaping of the

various aspects of human consciousness.



Acceptance
Acceptance is associated with the basic nature of being, the attitude of the human being. An open and 
loving attitude towards life, your place in it, and yourself as you are. The human body has enormous 
range of flexibility in order to accommodate with the various nuances of life. This is accomplished by 
the various sized veins (frequencies) as well as the yin yang nature of the bodies vascular system 
simultaneously acting simultaneously.

Mind: Acceptance within the mind, the ability to act  graciously and response-ably. Having 
confidence in the body allows that body to feel at ease. Recognizing and strengthening the connection 
of the human body and mind until the body becomes a reflection of the mind and vice versa.

Body: Regular exercise like Tai Chi, Chi Gong, or Yoga help unify the thought and form of the 
body while optimizing the cardiovascular state & responsiveness to the body. Regular practice greatly 
increase range of motion, energy and fluidity, all qualities that allow human beings to operate 
optimally.

Spirit: Meditation and Kriya yoga allow the body to relax and recharges the body on a cellular 
level. Meditation is the key to releasing physical resistance within the body and resetting the cardio 
vascular system to their natural diameter ratios (frequencies) of harmony.

Emotional Intelligence
Emotions are the potential energy from which all actions are derived. Emotional intelligence is the 
ability to recognize the qualities of these potential energies as they are circulating. A person who is 
emotionally intelligent is consciously aware of their own thoughts, words and actions as they effect the 
subtle nature of reality both within themselves as well as others. As more time is spent in meditation 
the mind becomes more and more familiar with the subtle flow of blood within the body which is the 
basis of the attitude, or emotional state. Ultimate awareness arises when a person can sense even the 
minute changes to their own cardiovascular system caused by their emotions, other beating hearts or 
even environmental stress. 

The ratio of vein diameters (near phi) are like strings on a dynamically adjusting liquid instrument. 
Different sized veins operate at different frequencies higher frequencies are more thought intensive 
(personal truth, faith & existence). Conversely the lower the frequency the more emotional, or feeling 
oriented  the energy is (will, creativity & acceptance). The heart (determination) being in the middle.



Creativity
There is a tremendous intelligence that is contained within the human body and a memory which

exponentially exceeds the memory of the conscious mind. Every day millions of cells died and are
replaced with new cells, your entire body is replaced about every 7 years. The genetic memory of your
body is phenomenal, your body remembers what your great great great great grand fathers nose looked

like. If humans can tap into even a drop of this phenomenal creative potential they can shape every
aspect of their lives more consciously.

Mind: The mind has enormous capacity to shape the bodies health & creative potential. It has 
been proven by science that the chemistry in the body is makes a large impact on the function and focus
of the brain. Mindful meditation also creates a space for clarity & focus that sharpens the minds efffect.

Body: The nutrients that the body ingests is what the body is comprised of, you are what you 
eat. By focusing on foods that are highly alkaline and packed with micro nutrients the cellular health is 
maximized. A plant based diet ensures plenty of fiber to keep the vascular system clean and the 
endothelium cells healthy, allowing for free flowing blood and a supple vascular system able to 
dynamically dilate and contract. The most important concept of this aspect is understanding the health 
of the blood and the alkalinity of the body system.



Alkaline foods not only protect the cardiovascular system they also boost the natural immune response.
It has been well documented that disease struggles to exist at all in a body that is well balanced with 
proper internal chemistry and health.

In addition to food your body needs minerals, minerals are crystals that resonate a specific 
frequencies that are vital to the cellular and genetic health of the body. With genetic science we now 
understand that cells & genes are vibrationally & electromagnetically sensitive respectively. 

Spirituality
 What we eat also has a spiritual aspect, the more complex an organism is, the more complex its genetic
sequence is. Because your body is actively deconstructing and reconstructing things down to the very 
smallest pieces, Eating plant based foods makes sense as their genetics break down more completely. 
As a rule of thumb the more emotions, the more fragments, like fragments on a genetic hard drive. 
These take up unnecessary space and distort the electromagnetic field of the genetic nucleus.

Inner Spacial Intelligence
The body is being created continuously for an entire lifetime. By consciously taking this principal into
mind we can create conscious mastery. Our body can be transformed into magnificent physical genius
through intentional practice. Science has even proven that the brain itself is malleable. Nero plasticity

is the phenomenon of the brain rearranging itself to better accomplish a repeated tasks more efficiently.
Every day, in every way you are getting better, better & better.  



Will Power
The breath that you breath in naturally with little thought provides the vast majority of the 

energy that your body uses during your day to day activities. Oxygen is the 8th element which is 
significant geometrically, as geometry defines how energy flows through a system. If you are familiar 
with the flower of life you know that it consists of 8 spheres, like oxygen, this means that oxygen 
resonates with the full electromagnetic spectrum of light. This is important to understanding the spirit 
of the Earth, each of these dimensions of energy is being broadcast from our Sun with ideal signal 
strength and harmony.

The Oxygen that is in the atmosphere is being charged by this statically through the ionosphere 
which is the lightening discharge occurring continuously. This lightening is generated as the heat 
energy of the daylight is discharged to equalize the night time temperatures (heat = electrical potential)

Mind: The mind is most strongly influenced by the heart, and the breathing is directly related to
the state of the cardiovascular system. So not only does the oxygen power the brain (about 40% of the 
oxygen you breath is used by the brain) but it also controls the state of the heart which is essentially the
emotional state of the conscious observer.

Body: The body is powered by oxygen, every cell in your body craves & enjoys the energy 
oxygen resonates with as much as you crave oxygen and enjoy sunlight. The quantity of oxygen in the 
blood is directly related to the potential energy that your body has access to. Simply breathing in fully 
and exhaling fully can help reset the frame of mind for the body, and kriya yoga can help break long 
term breathing habits.

Spirit: The spirit of a person's presence is their being, is defined by how they are breathing, you
cannot breath calmly and acting angrily. By focusing on conscious breathing we can create a space 
between the actions of life and the reactions that we choose. A fully realized human breaths fully no 
matter how they feel, as they recognize the impermanence of all things and the healing, calming & 
energizing power of the breath. 



Outer Spacial Intelligence
The ability of the human being to influence change within the environment is unparalleled. It 

begins within the body as the mind and body are united through the will. The will is the energy which 
physically manifests thoughts into reality as well as being the driving force behind all the other cycles 
and circulations of the body.

The ability to synchronize the body with the thought and the breath is the practice of yoga 
which means union. Yoga is a breathing practice, practicing the breath in various postures ensures that 
the body will maintain well balanced full breaths no matter how the body is positioned.

Deep breathing and meditation exercises help put the body in a fluidly creative space in the 
body and the mind, which allows the heart to enjoy the act of creation without being exhausted or 
becoming anxious. Perfecting the posture of the body is as important to the clarity to perceived 
consciousness, as the position of an antennae is to the clarity of picture received to your television.



Empowerment
Empowerment is the ability to provide useful observations that focus on inspiring the heart. 

Because every person is at a different position in life, having a keen sense of imagination to put 
yourself in the position of another person, to see the driving will behind their actions.

Mind: Empowering the mind is accomplished by affirmations. Words change the state of energy
in our hearts, we can use words as tools to build ourselves and others up emotionally, which can change
their reality. The state of energy that you exist in comes with it a whole sense of possibilities that you 
are aware of. The higher the level of empowerment that you have, the fewer limitations you will put on 
your spirit, which is the creative force which gives rise to your consciousness & body.

Body: When the emotional intelligence is well balanced and receptive it allows you to put your 
full confidence in your actions. For instance if you knew in your heart that you HAD to do something 
you would not hold any of your energy in reserve. This ability to “go all in” allows humans to push the
boundaries of their potential.

Soul: The simple faith that one person can give another, that something is possible, is often 
times all that is needed to take something that is imagined and make it a reality. The simple act of one 
human fulfilling the promise of imagination with the power of will, gives all people everywhere an 
example of what is humanly possible. What we say, what we feel, which actions we choose to take all 
stand to empower us or tear us down.

Interpersonal Intelligence
Humans have the natural ability to connect with others on a deeply personal level. As a person 

gains awareness and sensitivity of their own presence and it's effect on other people, their interpersonal 
intelligence is heightened. People who are interpersonal geniuses have the ability to tune into the most 
subtle body language, breathing, words & mannerisms. This insight is not simply physical, at the 
highest forms of intimacy, sensing the state of the mind, heart & emotional energies is also possible. 
This gives the ability to lead as well as to discern the honest and integrity of others. Ideals leaders, 
politicians & kings all tend to be highly intelligence in this way, as this type of energy and intelligence 
is necessary for groups of people to work together effectively, as individuals or in relationships.



Determination
There is a well defined concept in the field of quantum mechanics, the observer effect. What 

they have come to understand about the universe is the results are deterministic, not mathematical. This
means that the UNIVERSE IS HUGELY INFLUENCED BY CHOICE. The significance of the heart is 
subtle, but when you fully understand it, there is nothing more powerful. What you must realize is that 
the heart contains ALL the frequencies being generated by the various sized veins 
SIMULTANESOULY. What we understand about electromagnetic fields is that they nest inside one 
another and are connected at 90 degree angles. If you look at the armillory sphere you'll notice that if 
you change the position of any of the rings it effects all the other rings in the way that energy is 
applied. Believe it or not, the alignment of your heart is the only thing under you complete control.

                           The Armillory Sphere is a 3 dimensional rendering of the flower of life

Mind: When align your vision, imagination & spirituality are focused on universal harmony & 
compassion. This is your highest self that connects to that golden path to universal creation. This is 
accomplished through mindful management of the mind, keeping the observations focused on what 
empowers you, the creativity that is your human legacy. The people who achieve this are renowned for 
their inspiration and compassion.



Body: When you align your acceptance with compassion both for you and for others allows you
to tap into a sense of harmony. From a position of harmony the highest creative potential energy is 
realized. This creative potential is highly empowering and allows us to tap into our personal grace, 
which strengthens the confidence that we have in our own will. At this point we have the greatest sense 
of ease within ourselves.

Spirit: When you align your voice to strengthen and consciously shape your own emotions this 
is the essence of determination. When your heart wont give up searching for the words, energy and 
circumstances that your heart is called to fulfill, that is the nature of human determination. It does not 
matter how slowly you go so long as you do not stop. The words inspire the will, the will fuels the 
imagination, the chief cornerstone of creativity.

Natural Intelligence
One of the most widely understated facts about the universe is that is moves towards perfect 

distribution & energetic harmony. Your heart naturally desires to see equality, which is the word we use
for perfect distribution & harmony. Because phi (perfect distribution) is the fundamental basis for all 
energy patterns in the universe it makes sense that the energy and creation of the human heart also 
aspires to this outcome. The ratios of the Fibonacci sequence are all over your body from head to toe 
since before you were a human.



Inspiration
The most critical aspect of success is inspiration, what inspires us is what fills us will love & 

compassion for life. Fully realized human beings actively inspire others, as their natural state is 
compassion. The essence of compassion is when the imagination of possibility is expanded or clarified.
Clarity of intention or purpose is the heart of inspiration & confidence not only that you will succeed 
but that the price of success is worthwhile.

Mind: Giving your mind both a clear goal and more importantly clear reasoning. A big why that
is firmly rooted in compassion for yourself and others is what creates massive changes & 
transformation within yourself and the environment.

Body: Giving your body an atmosphere that inspires you is possible with music. Music has a 
profound impact on the human body. Intentionally seeking out environments, creative works & leaders 
of compassion will help create a peak state of inspiration within the human body and mind.

Spirit: When you meditate on your goals & dreams, your big why and you see these things 
finished, it helps build the vision of inspiration. The spirit of the human being is always in need of 
inspiration the feeling of lacking inspiration is the sense of boredom, or wasted life.

Musical Intelligence
“There is a quality of music that human being simply cannot live without”

It has long been realized that music has a profound impact on human consciousness. If we were 
to remove or change the music within a movie it can completely change the way that we feel about it or
what we expect to happen next, have you noticed?

This interesting effect can be most readily described by the principal of cymatics, or the patterns
of creation that are made by sound. You see, different sounds reflect and reverberate within space 
differently. As sounds reflect and interact with other sounds, as well as their own reflection, they create 
interference patterns. The higher the frequency, the smaller & more complex the pattern becomes, 
because sound is at the root of creation, music represents consciously creating reality. In addition to this
resonate modes (diameters of veins) of the human body can also carry the energy of music, like a 
tuning fork sympathetically resonating with the music. The quality of music is vital to the spiritual 
balance of people, as well as recovering from stress or trauma.



Communication
By far the most impressive and powerful human tool is our ability to communicate. The 

extensive width and breadth of the written and spoken word stands as testament to the subtle nature and
redundant expressions of thought, form & feeling. The simple truth is, there are so many words few 
people ever learn them all.

You should have a robust vocabulary, but it is not necessary for you to understand every single 
word (there are hundreds of thousands of words in the English language alone). What you should take 
into consideration is that everything exists as energy and information. Information should be clear and 
concise and harmony is the highest state of energy. Words can and should be used to empower those 
around you by focusing more concisely on the positive attributes of your friends and family to reveal 
their highest self. The highest self of any individual is harmonious with their environment, both 
gracious & transformational with their voice and presence. 

Mind: From the perspective of the body, the only difference between speaking and thinking is 
essentially the intensity of the signal that is being sent through the body. Keep this in mind with your 
thoughts, what you think will effect only only you, what you say will effect yourself first and then 
someone else. Be kind with your words, be the most compassionate version of yourself especially when
it's in your own mind. After all what you think ONLY effects you and ONLY YOU have control over 
how you effect yourself. Let your words and affirmations sharpen all your best qualities, while letting 
your faults be observed with loving compassion.

Body: The state of energy in the body is greatly influenced by words, if you act enthusiastic, 
you will effect the blood flow, the thought process, the will & you will BECOME ENTHUSIASTIC. It 
is important to remember that words have tremendous power to shift feelings & perspectives. All words
are like spells that encourage or discourage us, after all every word is spelled. Remember this when you
are interacting with others, act with integrity to bring out the best in people, and avoid degradation of 
their character or capability.

Spirit: What is left us when we leave our physical bodies is the love that we shared in the hearts
of those that cared for us and the information that we passed on. The more thoughtful consideration you
place in your communication with others the more wisdom your words will be weighted with. People 
have to know how much you care before people will care how much you know, wisdom and conscious 
consideration IS CARING. Long after you are dead people will not remember what you said, what you 
looked like, they will only know you by how your story makes them feel. Fill it with kindness and 
connection formed by emotionally powerful and magnificently beautiful language.

Linguistic Intelligence
Language is like casting a spell to shape reality, shaping reality with harmony is the basis of linguistic 
intelligence, with language we actively shape the future of every dimension of reality (yeah it's that 
important). The work of Dr. Emoto shows the fractals created in water by the subtle energies generated
by communication showcased by the receptive nature of water. 
                                      (Works of Dr. Masaru Emoto water crystal experiments)



Vision
Perhaps the most extraordinary human capacity is the human vision. We have the ability to 

imagine things that do not exist so clearly, that we have the ability to speak about them, as if they 
already existed. This power to communicate and visualize things is paramount with our creative 
abilities. The more clearly we can envision something, and can imagine actually having it, the more of 
our creative energy is pulled into action and our will and body flow with it.

The human brain forms a dielectric computer, the fatter tissue forms an insulator so that the 
energy being induced by the vortex blood flow doesn't jump neural pathways. The vortex is created by 
the orientation of the human body (upright) and the blood brain barrier. The blood outside the barrier 
has a higher electrolyte concentration (higher charge state) and the blood inside the barrier by design of
the body is a lower electrolyte concentration ( lower electrical potential energy). Just like in the 
atmosphere of the earth this causes electromagnetic discharges, only on a smaller scale than lightening.

This energy is pulled down through the brain into the pineal gland which acts as an eye (light 
trap) for the excess electrical potential as it is discharges through the brain stem to the heart and body. 
These energies that we call thoughts are first passed through the outer cortex of the brain before 
entering the pineal gland.



The alignment of the neural pathways in the brain then becomes very significant. Neurons in the
brain cannot become larger without overheating or more tightly packed without distortion. So the 
question then falls onto geometrically perfecting the structure of the neurons present. Geometry defines
the way that energy flows through a system and the structure of the brain is no different. Low and 
behold the brain is naturally constructed according to phi, the perfect distribution of energy & matter. 
Phi can not be perfectly copied by physical matter but the structures become more perfect as they 
become larger (just like the Fibonacci sequence the patterns (matter/particles) comes closer and closer 
to phi (waves/energy), never quite reaching it. Your brain come as close as cellular structure can.

What this allows your brain to do is absorb radiant energy, then feed it through a insulated structural 
matrix that creates a holographic fractal, or 3d reflection of the outside world. This image is then 
focused through the pineal gland (the 3rd eye) and projected forward onto the pre-frontal cortex like a 
laser projector lens. By using past experiences & intuition we can transform what we see. This internal 
reality can be as different (insane), or as harmonious with the external reality as you choose (sane).

Mind: The thing to focus on when you are using your vision is to be graceful. Practicing grace 
allows you to more easily tap into the vision of yourself as grace under pressure. Your mind is designed
to create reflections of reality, troublesome realities are worries, pleasant realities create peace & joy. 
You can be the conscious creator of incredible things, anything that can be created by these patterns of 
energy you can create in your mind. To say that differently, ANYTHING THAT CAN BE CREATED 
within physical space can be created by the human mind.

Body: The body is in constant state of creation, so it is possible that your brain was created out 
of the emotions of trauma or pain. If you were to put the neural pathways of trauma and pain next to 
harmony and love it would be something like the work of Dr. Emoto, chaos vs harmony. By focusing 
on the harmony of the body you can help be sure that the energies flowing through the brain are more 
harmonious and will re-align the neurons if that field of creation persists.

Spirit: The imagination of the body is enormous, it is what allows us to see ourselves in space 
and time. Your spirit can be the seeds of creation for some new device that is needed in this moment. 
This would make sense, your brain wired for harmony, would give you ideas that would bring harmony
to your life and the lives of others around you. Being accepting of things that do not “fit in your patter” 
is one way of being visionary, allowing others to be creators while you accept their creation. Accepting 
responsibility to find a solution for a situation that does not fit the patterns of harmony is another path 
of the visionary. Loving whatever comes next, or to be what's missing now is the essence of the 
visionary.

Intra-personal Intelligence
The ability to observe the state of the observer. To look at yourself honestly, to reflect upon your

actions and their greater implications. The ability to visualize gives us a personal universe, an infinite 
number of perspectives to observe ourselves from, friends, family, sibling, the planet, all of creation if 
we choose. This ability to self reflect is not an opportunity to chastise but to be realistic & 
compassionate. The purpose of knowledge is to appreciate, the purpose of self knowledge is appreciate 
yourself, your highs and lows and your infinite potential. Don't forget to dream as big as you can.



Imagination
One of my personal all time favorite subjects is the imagination. The imagination supersedes the

brain in a way that energy supersedes matter. The imagination is the full reality of being, free of the 
duality of nature. In your imagination there are not specific rules as to what is, or is not possible it is 
simply energy. 

What do things look like before they take physical form? To look at this more closely we can 
see that electromagnetism (waves) forms particles (photons), yet neither are physical. Let me say that 
again, they create non physical boundaries/shapes. What's more fascinating is that these two things are 
actually one thing manifested differently (electromagnetic fields are yin & photons are yang).

When you realize that vortex motion creates spherical fields you understand the basics of 
electromagnetic waves converging into particles, or points. This brings us to the basis of sacred 
geometry involving spheres intersecting at their center points. This shows us exactly what phi is & 
basic trigonometry, but also reveals all the platonic solids found throughout nature, including your 
gestating embryo in your mothers womb. The imaginative field isn't something that you have it's 
something that you are a part of.



Mind: The imagination is the ability to tap into the infinite creative potential that formed you, 
your imagination can include elements of every single dimension (atomic, genetic, cellular, bodily, 
planetary, solar system, galaxy & the universe as a whole). THE SIZE OF YOUR IMAGINATION 
CANNOT BE CALCULATED as it theoretically occupies flexible space, a zero space technology. 
Your imagination has the capacity to imagine things that have never, and may never exist without 
significant effort, inside a space that is indefinably vast.

The ability to hold infinite space the imagination can often become a distraction with plenty of 
room for star attractions. Remember that the time spent meditating can help unclutter the mind by 
restoring the breath and posture of the body, allowing you to increase focus to what is consciously 
important.

Body: A healthy imagination is powered by the mindful observer, patience with yourself and 
others will allow your mind to develop a more graceful presence. First if you imagine people treating 
you very well, then you will be in a physical state to receive that from the outer imagination. Your 
positive imagination will rub off on those around you as well, an added benefit of being heart centered 
with this universal creative force of imagination.

Spirit: The spirit of your imaginative perspective is paramount. If our spirit is predisposed to 
harmony, It will naturally imagine harmonious things. From a state of internalized imaginative 
harmony, things that are violent or chaotic will be viewed from a perspective of compassion instead of 
revulsion or judgment.

Geometric Intelligence
What was previously described was a single consciousness that was acting within itself. 

However the human brain most definitely is connected to the planet. This is referred to as quantum 
entanglement, similar to the phenomenon of sympathetic resonance between two like tuning forks. The 
electrostatic force, or atmospheric charge that powers my brain, also powers all other brains. A single 
source of intelligence which can multiply geometrically, obtaining near infinite perspectives within 
itself simultaneously. This along with communication is what has allowed humanity to take over the 
planet so easily, we are the planets imagination.

 As we learn to collectively work together, our ability to teach and learn from one another 
creates exponentially more wisdom for the planet. Allow us to enjoy an atmosphere of prosperity in 
knowledge & abundance of options. Just as your cells benefit from cooperation, giving rise to self 
consciousness, humans also benefit from cooperation, giving rise to Christ consciousness.  A state of 
atmosphere created by unity & harmony of the diverse energies of human creativity & awareness.



Spirituality
We think of spirituality as the heart and the will of a person while they are around how a person 

uses these things defines them. A person who has the vision to gain insight and connection to the 
internal workings of another persons nature; someone that shows compassion that inspires others to 
become better. These are the instances where the subtle nature can be observed or transformed. The 
sensitivity & elasticity of the human spirit cannot be understated.

Mind: If we gain great influence of presence, where others loving seeing or being in our space 
it is enormously empowering to that persons heart and will. This is why protecting the spirit is 
protecting the hearts integrity, and only taking actions which you can reflect upon knowing you did 
your best from the bottom of your heart. Maintaining or recovering your emotional balance is important
for allowing you to take actions which are righteous in your own heart.

Body: The types of foods that you eat effect your bodies energy more than can be expressed 
concisely. That being said a healthy plant based diet will allow your body to have the greatest overall 
state of health & vitality. In addition you will be able to more fully connect with all forms of life when 
they are no longer considered food. This added emotional connection that we have with animals is 
understood by anyone with a pet.

Spirit: What you think and how you act creates an impression on the environment, most 
noticeably within other people. Your energy and information can live on well after you do, in the hearts
and imaginations of the people that knew you. People will continue to take actions with you in mind, or
make choices that would please you because that's how the living connect with the dead. Living people 
are like songs, the legends are the greatest hits.

If you have a beautiful song that is heard by many people it is undoubtedly going to be repeated,
copied & remixed. The more truth and love of spirit your life contains the longer your song will be 
remembered.

Conscious Observer Intelligence
One of the very most confusing things for people that we first looking at quantum mechanics 

was the theory of chaos. When observers would conduct experiments, they all got very conclusive 
results independently of one another, but when comparing outcomes with other observers there was not
consistency. Meaning that the universe responded to each person performing the exact same task, 
DIFFERENTLY. This has to do with the spirit of the observer, their state of consciousness and will. 
Just like when you come home your dog becomes wildly excited in your presence, but cautious or even
aggressive with a stranger.

Animals lack the ability to verbally communicate with humans, so they are much more reliant 
on overall feeling that they get from being in the presence of another person. This blind intuition that 
dogs are known for is based off of emotional intelligence, or being aware of a persons heart directly.

The universe responds to each person uniquely based on their internal states of energy, which is 
also malleable in multiple ways, environment, imagination, communication, determination, wisdom, 
creativity & basic trust, or acceptance of others.



Universal Harmony
Universal Harmonics: Every dimension of reality is vibration sensitive, atoms are resonating at 

their atomic spin for instance. The DNA in all life is resonating with electromagnetic energies, all cells 
resonate with physical vibration energy. Every heart must continue circulating blood to continue living.
Just another cycle, harmonics is all about cycles in case you haven't realized just yet. People resonate 
with the planet, the planet resonates with the sun & the sun with the galaxy. It's all just energy vibrating
in different dimensions of space isn't it? What's more incredible is that we have recently discovered 
waves of energy emanating from black holes. In the graphic below a quasar (active galactic nuclei) 
keeps the atoms of the galaxy in spin, creating stars which create heavier elements & other smaller 
black holes. Quasars create quasars because they create atoms, and atoms make stars and stars make 
black holes as well as all the elements of creation.

Black holes also regulate the greater seasons which our solar system goes through. Right now 
we are in a period of awakening to mass creative consciousness. The human imagination will begin to 
blossom into various forms of creation using all 12 forms of intelligence and all 12 forms of energy. It 
is truly a special time to be alive on the planet Earth.

Mind: In the mind universal harmony is the ability to recognize that all people are valid in their
existence. No matter how correct you may perceive your knowledge to be, placing a higher value on 
graciously responding, over being definitely correct is important. Otherwise haughty righteousness 
results. All people have a heart that was designed to more towards harmony, use your thoughts and 
words to empower them to do so.

Body: In the body universal harmony comes from bringing all the natural circulating energies in
your body back to a state of physical peace. Regularly allowing yourself to return to a space of mindful 
relaxation allows the flowing energy in your body to re-synchronize with the universal energies.

Spirit: The way that we display compassion for people who are of different perspectives or 
stations in life is a reflection of our spirit of universal harmony. People are extremely unique, even 
twins, we must as human beings recognize that this is the nature of the universe, many things, acting as 
one thing. The essence is grasping how all things fit together and benefit one another.

Existential Intelligence
Ultimately there are two things direction and experience of the journey. In an endless universe 

direction is important, but the journey is critical. Who you choose to become through the thousands of 
choices you make every year creates an impression of you. The energy that makes the greatest 
impression is harmony.

In a vibrational universe, whatever energy you resonate with will interact with everything else 
that naturally resonates with that energy. Like a tuning fork, with the right resonance you can light up 
your dreams, you must simply focus on creating harmony within yourself first. When you feel harmony
within yourself, you will actually become a walking source of harmony within your environment, that 
is how people will observe and perceive & react to you.



Ideas for Moving into the age of awakening
Water

The quality of water on the planet is highly
contaminated, while the wealthier people and nations are
able to circumvent this problem for now it's only getting
worse in the future. Creating sustainable water treatment
methods that will allow us to create a healthier
environment for everyone in the future.

Plasma Sanitation System: The system would
eliminate the need for using chemicals to purify water of
micro organisms. Not only does it destroy harmful bacteria it retains residual anti bacterial effects. This
higher static charge of the water molecules also allows for a more efficient photosynthesis for plants 
(30% faster growth). In addition to the way the water is purified the geometric structure of water is 
actually significant as well. Combining these two forms of water treatment methods into one could save
billions of dollars in medical related costs, pesticides as well as water treatment.

Mortal Oscillation Index
It has long been known that all micro organism have a resonate mode, or a specific vibration 

that will cause them to explode for the same reason a crystal glass will explode from it's resonate 
frequency for a certain period of time based on intensity of the harmonic resonance (sound).

Planetary Oscillation Power
It has long been know that we are capable of creating a standing wave with the Schumann 

resonance. We can create a power grid that synchronizes the Schumann resonances energy so that it can
be made into useful power. The Ionosphere discharges 100,000,000,000watts of power every second 
with a predictable regularity, like a heart beat. The towers would act as compound frequency (nested) 
tuning forks. The tower does not produce energy it becomes the lowest point of resistance in a super 

charge atmosphere. Energy naturally flows through it into 
the Earth, like lightening discharges to the lowest point of 
resistance.

Could you imagine a future with no disease, clean fresh
water for everyone to drink, plenty of food & virtually
unlimited energy? IT'S POSSIBLE.

Earth is waiting for humans to make it happen.


